This is the photo report from our screening session on Saturday, July 6. Weather – hot. Dirt – hard. Crew – spectacular! The artifacts will now be examined, identified and catalogued at our weekly lab.

We were supposed to screen from 8 – 1 on Saturday but by 7:45 we were already set up and working. What a crew!

Bob Sewell found the first point of the day at 8:05. Sandy Rogers is awarding him a feather in his cap for his early success!

The “new guy” this week is beautiful Brooke Bonorden who just graduated from Baylor University with a degree in archeology. She is terrific! Here she is screening with John Rich.

Check out the interesting points we found on Saturday. The second one from the left is a nice early triangular point with a fluted base.

Sharon Menegaz, Sandy Rogers and Linda Gorski – three very dirty, hot and sweaty girls after a day digging and screening dirt.

I think Bob Sewell is a donkey whisperer! Here he is conversing with Jack. Do you have a better caption for this photo???